PRESS RELEASE
SHARP showcases trend-setting display technologies
At IFA 2016, SHARP shows the future of TV displays: Frameless displays, outstanding image quality,
extremely high pixel density and low power consumption. These breakthroughs are made possible by
SHARPs IGZO Technology.
Key Facts



New designs thanks to innovative
display technologies



Booth at IFA highlights SHARP’s
vision of future display
technologies




Frameless displays for every use
Increased light efficiency,
improved image quality, lower
power consumption

Berlin, September 1, 2016 - At IFA 2016, SHARP (Hall 11.2, booth 105) presents its innovative IGZO
display technology, which features a new semi-conductor layer, made of indium, gallium, zinc and
oxygen which can replace common silicon transistors. This breakthrough allows for several advantages
compared to conventional display technologies.
Design: Frameless and curved Free Form Displays
Form follows function was once the saying. On one hand, it’s correct, because design cannot be a means
to an end in itself; however, over the last few years, we’ve seen that design and function can go handin-hand and they are not mutually exclusive.
Technology, especially displays from large TV sets to small phones belong in our daily lives, which we
want to make as aesthetically pleasing as possible. SHARP’s IGZO Free Form Displays contribute to this,
as they can remain completely frameless through innovative triggering, as exemplified by a 12.3”
display on view at SHARP’s stand at IFA. This unique feature makes it possible for future TV screens to
appear as if they float in the room. With IGZO technology, circular screens also become a reality, as
impressively proven through SHARP’s 2.5” exhibit. Moreover, thanks to its slim design, it will be possible
to manufacture smartphone displays that cover the whole length and width of a device’s body. Even
screens with rounded edges become possible, as demonstrated by a 5.2” prototype on the SHARP IFA
booth.
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Resolution: 8K marks the future resolution of TVs
IFA visitors will experience two breath-taking 8K-displays 85” and 98” in size, respectively, at the SHARP
booth. The 85” 8K-TV features the innovative IGZO display. Compared to conventional LC displays, the
space between the single pixels is 20 percent lower with a SHARP IGZO-Panel. This means more pixels
fit in the display area, and the pixel density (measured in pixels per inch - ppi) increases. This is an
important factor for 8K displays, which have a fourfold resolution of UHD, equaling 16 times the
resolution of modern Full-HD displays.
The significantly higher conductivity of IGZO, also called electron mobility, enables the activation of
display lines with over 8,000 pixels, as well as higher image refresh rates. Thanks to miniaturization,
IGZO enables amazingly high resolutions on small screen displays. Besides the 85“ 8K IGZO TV, SHARP
will also present a 27” monitor with 8K resolution and 326 ppi pixel density at IFA.
Picture quality & energy efficiency: Better light efficiency
Every pixel within a liquid crystal display is controlled by a transistor. Compared to the liquid crystal, the
transistor is not translucent, so it blocks a certain amount the backlight. With increasing pixel density,
this aspect can turn into a bigger issue, as pixels are shrinking, but transistors aren’t. These transistors
are considerably smaller on IGZO displays than conventional displays, therefore blocking less light. The
additional light directly benefits the picture quality and allows a spectacular presentation with high
contrast range (HDR). Additionally, this can all be achieved with a considerably reduced power
consumption (especially compared to HDR TVs with conventional displays).
High energy efficiency saves money and helps the environment, but also enables a significantly longer
battery life in mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets. Even OLED displays benefit from faster
pixel control of the IGZO semiconductor, enabling fast response times.
IGZO: The result of decade-long research
IGZO stands for Indium, Gallium, Zinc and Oxygen – the main components of SHARP’s decade-long
research and development activities in the semi-conductor business. The main features of IGZO are the
miniaturization of transistors and higher conductivity. These technically complex aspects result in clear
and understandable benefits, visible to anyone in terms of design, resolution, image quality, and energy
efficiency. “We are aiming to introduce SHARP TVs with IGZO displays to the European market within the
next two years”, said Sascha Lange, Vice President Marketing and Sales (SHARP/UMC).

Download Link: webcargo.net/l/1mS1kgbMBv/
Link Website: www.umc-slovakia.sk
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About UMC
Universal Media Corporation /Slovakia/ s.r.o. is one of the leaders on the European market for consumer electronics. UMC is a
designer, manufacturer and distributor of several owned and licensed brands which combines high quality products with cost
efficiency. In European markets (excluding Russia), Sharp’s LCD TV business is operated under license to Universal Media
Corporation, who use their design expertise and state-of-the-art manufacturing capabilities, combined with Sharp’s rich LCD
heritage, to develop, manufacture and market Sharp branded LCD TVs.
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